Remote

Team Events & Teambuildings
Why? Because!
We bring ALL your participants together virtually!
We get your employees back on board and into the team!
We ensure identification and communication!
We create attention, trust and motivation!
We support cooperation and creativity!
We stimulate joint decision-making!
We promote the valuable exchange within the team!
We strengthen the WE-feeling!

®
Global Remote tabtour
Your team success

Global Remote tabtour ® - “Travel around the world”
THE multi-level online team experience!
The Global Remote tabtour® was specially developed for remote employees and connects ALL of
them worldwide via sophisticated experience concepts. The participants are connected via our intuitive
teamgeist app and communicate via this as well as via an online platform of your choice. The remote
teams play together across national borders and continents for joint team success. Thinking globally
and acting regionally makes it possible to experience the exciting and fascinating interventions around
the world together as a team. We also have the possibility to perfectly integrate your workshop and
conference topics into the different stories in order to emotionalize your content and to anchor it in the
minds of your employees in the long term.
A virtual event in several countries at the same time! The best traincentive REMOTE!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Active Team-Quiz
variable

Remote Active Team-Quiz
Fun – knowledge – teamaction!
Our quiz takes place as a team challenge within the framework of a video meeting moderated by us.
Your participants need a laptop and a smartphone. Everyone will receive an invitation link from us
(alternatively you can invite via Webex) and join the video call. The team will solve the tasks of our
team quiz challenge supported by our app. For this purpose we form small groups (5-6 persons each),
which play together in sub rooms. Participants simply download the app to their smartphones and join
the game. Our moderator gives an entertaining introduction to the team event and now it becomes
interactive: in the sub rooms the teams solve exciting tasks and earn points. Knowledge questions,
creative problem solving, audio and photo tasks and much more awaits the teams. The exchange
within the teams is important, because the solutions can only be found through teamwork!
During the event many photos and videos are taken, which we share at the award ceremony
with every attendee.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

The Aurora Legacy
Action & Suspense

The Aurora Legacy
Facts: A criminal case is to be solved!
The valuable Aurora diamond has been stolen and your teams are tasked with finding it! Logic puzzles,
hidden clues, secret video messages - the criminalistic skills of all participants are in demand to put a stop
to the wanted gang in approx. 90 min playing time. For this purpose, each participant will receive
instructions and access to the respective online video team room from us in advance. On the day of the
event, a central joint welcome & explanation will take place in a virtual room! Afterwards, the small teams
get together in breakout rooms and start solving the puzzles and tasks together! The evaluation and award
ceremony will take place for all teams in the central online room.
This event format proves that a sense of unity and teamwork do not necessarily need face-toface meetings in real rooms! With this creative event we strengthen your team!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Criminal Mastermind
Pure tension

Criminal Mastermind
The exciting wolf hunt through Europe!
As a newly formed special unit of Europol, the players set out on the trail of what is probably the most
spectacular art robber in criminal history. The criminal mastermind calls himself "The Wolf". He has it in for
the most valuable and extraordinary art treasures in Europe. His thefts are planned down to the smallest
detail and, apart from his wolf graffiti, he leaves no traces. With an ominous parcel he has challenged
Europol to a kind of game. A strange box as well as a postcard seem to point to the wolf's whereabouts.
The new special unit X7 WOLF BRAVO takes up the investigation and all participants soon find
themselves in an unprecedented chase across Europe.
Watch Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjvZo1nS3jA&feature=youtu.be
Watch Intro: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bf_cJDgkzCY&feature=youtu.be
The mailing described in the video takes place virtually.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Business Remote Escape
success-oriented

Business Remote Escape
Virtual success together!
During the course of the event the participants have the task to filter important information and insights
from the online lectures and workshops and to handle topic-specific questions & remote team tasks via
our event – accompanying teamgeist-app before, between and after the sessions. Our specially
developed process as well as targeted interventions maximize the receptiveness and well-being of
your participants. In order to realize the important common work in the group online, teams of 5 to 8
people are assigned in advance. The sequential activation of body & mind, innovative team tasks and
questions significantly increase the learning success and strengthen the WE feeling. The big goal is to
fill the Team Success Terminal with the solution codes that have been acquired!
With DISTANCE the best virtual business traincentive!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

happini Health-Challenge
health-conscious

happini Health-Challenge
Anyone who does not enjoy this is inedible!
A healthy workplace and a healthy way of working are extremely important, especially when working
from home or on the road. Invite your employees to a happini Health-Challenge in the teamgeist-app.
Hereby we provide impulses for a healthy lifestyle, convey knowledge about a healthy workplace,
exercise & nutrition in a playful way and act as a door opener to approach the topic of health in a
sustainable way. This challenge offers a lot of interesting information, the best entertainment,
communication, excitement and fun in a remote team - perfectly and individually tailored to your topics
and your health priorities. The pillars of our health challenge are mindfulness, hygiene, senses,
awareness, movement & relaxation!
The topic of health is on everyone's lips.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

(Home)-Office Foto-Fun /
Video Challenge

100% spaßig

(Home)-Office Foto-Fun / Video Challenge
A picture says more than 1,000 words!
During our Photo-Fun and/or Video Challenge your participants (in a small team or individually) have
to solve imaginative and diverse photo and/or video tasks around the workplace or a special topic in
our teamgeist-app. Whether the view from the home office, theme photography, team grimaces,
company logo or regional features, there are no limits to creativity. Our developed application helps to
navigate easily & safely to the individual missions (photo/video). This entertaining challenge is an
exciting digital event module with an extremely high fun factor. In addition, the individual interpretation,
fantasy and creativity of your participants combined with the right moment and their spontaneity will
give you unique shots.
Photo or video editing in a special format on request!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Events - without app

Team event or team building with lots of fun
and without downloading a necessary app!

Remote Speed Dating
questioned

Remote Speed Dating
Getting to know in the NEW TIME!
In times of meeting restrictions and contact blocks, organize an exciting and varied speed dating event
without any physical presence. We set up different chat rooms in which constantly changing
participants* discuss different topics. In each chat room, each person has one minute to talk about a
given question (for example: What is your greatest passion or hobby? How did you earn your first
money?). After each participant has had one minute to speak, they move to another chat room with a
new question and different people. In this event, it is easy to address company-specific questions in
the game.
A quick as well as extremely entertaining way to get to know each other!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Film Festival
Oscar-ripe

Remote Film Festival
A touch of "Hollywood" in the home office!
Without even knowing it, everyone becomes a film star and starlet! This online film event is playful and
entertaining, as we tease everything out of your participants and bring out the best in acting. On the
day of the event, we first meet with everyone in a virtual film studio before heading to the "filming
locations" of the individual teams, each with 5-6 other colleagues. The task there is for each film crew
to make a short film on a specific theme, motto and genre. Each crew member films a sequence of up
to 15 seconds. These sequences are edited together by a teamgeist-cutter to form the team film. Each
team determines the sequence of the sequences before the shoot and the performing persons should
create appropriate transitions to the successor in order to achieve a harmonious result. Shooting
location home office & surroundings - each crew directs itself - our facilitators provide food for thought
and ensure a fun dynamic!
At the grand finale in your "cinema room" the finished films are presented and optionally rated
with an online voting. It's time for your Oscar ... individual customization possible!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Tape-Art
simply artful

Remote Tape-Art
A modern event concept with an incredible impact beyond national borders.
All your participants, whether in your home office or in one of your offices worldwide, are connected via
an online platform of your choice. After a short welcome and briefing, we get started and each of your
event guests sticks their own part of the team tape art with colored adhesive tapes (tapes) under the
professional guidance of our trainer. The implementation of a certain theme or event motto can also be
exciting. The aim is for everyone to symbolize their thoughts, ideas and associations in inspiring symbols
with the colored tapes. At the grand finale (online), all the individual images become part of the overall
work of art. The necessary materials will be sent to your participants in advance by us or you. We are
very excited to see which symbols and metaphors for the event motto will be implemented with the
tapes!
The possibilities to adapt this team event to your wishes are manifold. We show that it's easy
to be creative!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Impuls Chain reaction
digitale Impulse

Remote Impuls Chain reaction
A chain reaction with digital interfaces!
In the run-up to the event, we make sure that your employees in the home office or coworking space
learn which office and household items they should use to create their part of the joint chain reaction.
Via video conference and with technical support, we then help everyone at the event to merge their
individual reactions into a virtual impulse chain. The coordination of the interfaces between the
individual reactions or team members in chat rooms set up by us is pure teamwork. The grand finale is
the overall reaction, which we cut together for you in a flash and present in the video conference.
We are happy to send certain materials to the participants in advance upon request and in
consultation. This means that the participants in the home office or also micro teams in
coworking spaces are presented with very individual challenges!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

This is US
very personally

This is US
Your individual digital photo presentation!
Look forward to a very special "slide show" of your staff. All your participants need are their own
favorite photos. And this is how it works! Each of your participants sends us 3 photos by mail in
advance of your event. These could be shots during their favorite activity, from their vacation or during
sports. Also, insights into leisure activities around the pet, the garden, the car or favorite family
pictures enrich the portfolio. All these photos are combined by us in a special "slide show" and
underlaid with music. The result is a colorful and individual introduction presentation of your
participants, which we present at the beginning of your event.
A captivating portfolio in which everyone finds themselves as they would like to see
themselves and, above all, as they would like to be seen!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Piano LIVE

Event Agenda
accompanied by music

Piano LIVE
The musical guide for your online event!
Not listening was yesterday! Because with us, the sound makes the music and becomes a grandiose
musical framework for your online topics. Cheerful, wild, funny, dramatic, moving, enthusiastic or
harmonic - all this can be presented much more impressively with a suitable piano piece than with
words alone. We promise that your participants will listen and be stimulated. To perceive something
special, to enjoy it and to attract attention - that's what it's all about for us! A stimulating moderation
accompanied by individually tuned piano music will sensitize your webinar and workshop participants
for your topics! And all this LIVE! Alan Sautter Méndez provides goosebump feeling and wonderful
AHA moments with his stirring live music. In a world full of tabs, Facebook, Instagram, Whatsapp and
co. we face the biggest challenge for online events and webinars with this special kind of moderation
and accompaniment:
We catche your viewer to stay focused and stay on task!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Vine Tasting
Pure pleasure

Vine Tasting
Experience all the senses with our passionate wine connoisseurs.
We are all about a special kind of experience - learning about the art of winemaking, tasting the fine
wines and laughing, chatting and enjoying with colleagues in an interactive atmosphere. To be able to
experience this remote Vine Tasting experience, all participants will receive a package with the
appropriate ingredients for tasting in advance. During our virtual wine tasting, it is not only about letting
the event guests taste the wine, but there are also a lot of interesting things to talk about f.e. the
winemaking art. How a natural product is turned into a miracle cocktail that is also said to have
numerous positive effects and knowledge about the high art of the winemaker, who gives the wine its
unmistakable character with a perfect balance of alcohol, sweetness, acidity, minerals and tannins.
Discover - taste - experience!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Cocktail Course
mixing made easy

Remote Cocktail Course
The way to your own brand.
We broadcast live from our bar and bring you the specialities and everything to do with cocktails directly
into your living room. All participants receive a lovingly compiled complete package of spirits and all the
necessary ingredients and cocktail utensils from us in advance. In the live act, our bartender not only
demonstrates the exact preparation of the drinks - NO he moderates, he heats up the atmosphere with
cool sayings and also knows a lot to say about the ingredients used and the knowledge of a bartender.
With all this knowledge, you can then treat yourself to something special at home and surprise
your guests with homemade cocktails.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Team Cooking
Cook yourself!

Team Cooking
Experience all the senses with our chefs from PASSION.
We are looking for a special kind of experience - creating something yourself under professional
guidance and laughing, chatting, cooking and enjoying with colleagues in an interactive atmosphere. In
order to be able to experience this remote team cooking experience, all participants receive a shopping
list from us in advance and everyone procures all the necessary ingredients for the cooking event
themselves. In our remote cooking show, you can then look over our chef's shoulder and into the pots
live. Our aroma professional directs, gives instructions and makes sure that everything is on the table on
time - with a precision landing. So put on your apron, because our motto is - cook for yourself!
We believe cooking is fun when it's easy. That's why we developed special cooking instructions
and recipe ideas that anyone can implement.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Coffee & Tea Workshop
simply enjoy

Coffee & Tea Workshop
Enjoy coffee & co. properly.
After a short welcome, the remote starts already! The scent, aroma and taste of freshly roasted coffee
with frothed milk or fragrant tea is not only a treat for the palate, but also an unforgettable experience. In
the Senses theme area, we stage a coffee and tea workshop. For this, we will send small packages to
the participants in advance. As part of our workshop, discover the art of coffee preparation with a real
coffee professional, a so-called "barista", and immerse yourself with us in the pleasurable world of tea.
You can expect a lot of interesting information about storage, grinding and roasting of coffee, as well as a
lot of interesting facts about the oldest beverage in the world, tea.
Discover the gourmet in you during relaxed conversations in a pleasant atmosphere.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Team Art
simply artful

Remote Team Art
Art connects your team across home offices and national borders.
Create a great work of art together from many individual images with the crowning glory of a merge
online. All participants, whether in the home office or in offices scattered around the world, are
connected via an online platform of your choice. After a short welcome and briefing, each of your event
guests will create their own small part of the overall work of art under the professional guidance of our
trainer. Your participants will obtain various drawing utensils for this purpose, which we will coordinate
with you in advance. The desired presentation of the artwork created plays a decisive role here. If the
team art is to be displayed in the company after your event, it could be done on small canvases with
acrylic paints, but works of art drawn with pencil, biros and co. on white cardboard are also interesting
and can be displayed everywhere as printed posters or digitally decorate the desktops of your
employees.
The possibilities to customize this team art event to your wishes are many. Now it's time to be
creative.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Tetrapack
Upcycling Art

sustainable

Remote Tetrapack Upcycling Art
Turn OLD into NEW!
Have you ever thought about transforming a tetrapack into a great object so that the packaging
doesn't end up in the garbage? The perfect transformation is what the Upcycling Art Event is all about.
All participants, whether in a home office or in offices scattered around the world, are connected via
an online platform of their choice and are guided and supported by our moderator. In advance, we
inform all participants about the materials everyone needs for the event. We have many ideas for
beautiful implementations - from accessory boxes to purses, decorative storage containers, hanging
baskets, tetralights, your own team garden to team lights and bird feeders. After the briefing and task
setting, it's time to get to work on the tetrapacks! No matter what exciting instructions you give your
teams, in the end it is always surprising what great objects are created when imagination and
creativity are given free rein.
The realization of a certain motto or the implementation of your company values can also be
exciting and have a long-lasting effect.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Remote Interventions and lectures

Remote Icebreaker
sinnvolles

Remote Icebreaker
Break the ice with meaningful actions!
By far the best start, because in virtual sessions the first 10-15 minutes are very important, if not
decisive for the receptiveness, willingness to learn and mood of the remote guests. We have suitable
icebreakers for your perfect start, such as "3 truths and a lie". And this is how it works: In the run-up to
your remote session, the participants send us 3 truths and 1 lie about themselves (incl. name +
country of their location). Your virtual conference starts with the presentation of the truths and lies
about the different persons. Afterwards, everyone tries to assign these statements to the respective
colleagues via the chat. It's good if you've been in contact with your colleagues before! Other
Icebreaker modules are e.g. "Power of Diversity / Power of Music" - "Your CV in 60 seconds" - "The
Photo Challenge" but also short presentations on the topics of resilience, happiness, mindfulness or a
sporty and active lifestyle and leadership style.

Best Price

All challenges can be split and used for several interventions.

GUARANTEE

Moving virtual Power Breaks
multifaceted

Moving virtual Power Breaks
More vitality, energy, creativity and a sense of unity!
Bring vitality and fresh energy to your team members during long remote working days, virtual
meetings, conferences or congresses, increase creativity and the "we“-feeling in the remote offices.
With our specially developed, interactive programs, we make your employees fit again for the
upcoming content and daily challenges. To do this, we use targeted, short virtual interventions to get
you moving physically without breaking a sweat and to promote your mental vitality. With the help of
small exercises, your body is mobilized and your mind stimulated. The body and mind exercises are
completed with effective relaxation exercises. The main goal is to increase the well-being of your
employees, improve their performance and support a holistic positive mindset.
All you need is a smartphone or your PC. We use this to bring our moving breaks directly to
your home office or office via an online platform of your choice.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Lively virtual Lectures
interesting

Lively virtual Lectures
Topics: Resilience, happiness, mindfulness or sporty active life and leadership style.
e.g., What does happiness mean ... A research on this resulted in the most diverse definitions! We
illuminated everything and summarized it in an emotional happiness lecture for your participants.
What does happiness mean?
What makes people happy?
What do other people gain from the fact that you exist?
Love? Who?
Happiness - when do you have enough of it?
Conclusion! Concentrate .....
We bring all our lectures directly to your participants' home office or office via an online
platform of your choice.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

The Voice Team Event
loud & quiet

The Voice Team Event
Give your words more voice!
During our Voice Team Event, our expert for voice prevention will convey in a lively and close-up way
how the individual components are connected. The focus is on breathing, posture, voice, sound and
representation. But also, expression and effect, as well as inner attitude and mind-setting are
addressed. What influence does all this have on your body and mind and how can I prevent negative
effects or even train the voice? All this is our "The Voice Team Event"!
We bring these interesting and so far, certainly completely unknown things about voice,
breathing and posture directly to your participants' home office or office via an online platform
of your choice.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Contact Details

Location Berlin:

We are pleased to be at your disposal for any further doubts or questions, do not hesitate to contact us.

Teamgeist International GmbH
CEO Patrick Havenstein
Gartenfelder Straße 28
13599 Berlin
phone: +49 30 8431 70 80
fax:

+49 30 843 170 81

www.teamgeist.com

Berlin - St.-Nr.:

29/555/32018

Berlin - USt-IdNr.: DE 303398475
Berlin - HR-Nr::

HRB 171415 B

district court of Charlottenburg
Berliner Sparkasse

Patrick Havenstein

Nina Schlieper

phone: +49 30 8431 70 80

phone: +49 172 8140 726

mobil: +49 172 8710 712

email:

n.schlieper@teamgeist.com

email: p.havenstein@teamgeist.com

Best Price
GUARANTEE

If you can present the products offered by us demonstrably cheaper from
another commercial provider with the same scope of services, you will
receive the event for the same price.

IBAN: DE78 1005 0000 0190 4625 15
BIC:

BELADEBEXXX

Rely on our 29 years of event experience and
team programs that inspire, captivate and move!

29 Jahre

TEAMEVENTS
&

Traincentives
Best Price
GUARANTEE

If you can present the products offered by us demonstrably cheaper from
another commercial provider with the same scope of services, you will
receive the event for the same price.

